Final report on internship in 2019-2020
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Work Email: jarkyn.samanchina@fauna-flora.org
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Name: Akylai Kabaeva
Position/Title: Programme Assistant
Hosting Organisation: FFI Kyrgyzstan
Work Address: Kievskaya street 114/2, Block C, apt. 99
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Section 1:
Executive Summary (max 200 words):
The main aim of the internship was to provide experience to a young conservationist through
active participation in the FFI program in Kyrgyzstan and had three main goals: 1) To build capacity for
effective interaction with conservation NGOs; 2) To work with communities to reduce direct pressure on
flora and fauna in Kyrgyzstan; 3) To work on research related to all ongoing projects and stakeholders
and develop a new FFI program area in hydrobiology conservation. As a result of the internship, the
intern has successfully completed English language courses, developed technical skills (data collection,
management, mapping and fieldwork), acquired experience working in conservation projects, with
stakeholders, the public, government agencies, etc., as well as experience in organizing trainings,
surveys and educational activities in schools and local communities related to forest, pasture or illegal
trade of raptors. The internship has contributed to better understanding and protection of biodiversity
in Kyrgyzstan in general, as well as rare and endangered species, namely, contributed to the protection
of nut and fruit forest, Saker Falcon, Red Book tulips of Kyrgyzstan, as well as contributed to improved
pasture management and awareness raising to reduce human impact on rare Red Book species.

Introduction (max 250 words)
During the internship, the intern was engaged in the following main projects and areas:
- Saker Falcon, lat. Falco cherrug, listed in IUCN as EN (research and prevention of illegal trade).
The intern assisted in processing data on interviewing local falconers, conducting training and a series of
meetings with stakeholders such as the State Agency for Environmental Protection, Academy of
Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic, falconers, international NGOs, customs service, border service.
- Wild tulips (research, understanding of cultural values and work on wider grazing issues). The
intern has contributed to the conservation of Kyrgyzstan's wild red-listed endemic and subendemic
tulips, in particular, he encouraged the creation of a collection in the Botanical Garden and raised
awareness of the importance of conservation. The key project partners are Public Foundation Bioresurs
(conducted research and collected wild tulip bulbs and seeds), Association of Forest Users and Land
Users of Kyrgyzstan, Cambridge University Botanic Gardens (collected data for genetic analysis), Gareev
Botanical Garden of the Kyrgyz Republic (provided a site for the collection).
- Biobridges (conservation of fruit and nut forests). The intern contributed to raising awareness
about the importance of endangered and endemic trees and shrubs in strengthening nut and fruit forest
biodiversity and helped establish a chain of buyers and collectors for non-timber forest products at
project sites.
In addition to the above projects, the intern was involved in the GTC project (conservation of
Malus niedzwetzkyana, Pyrus turcomanica, Pyrus korshinskyi, Crataegus knorringiana and other rare and
valuable wood and shrub species).

Map of main project areas in the appendix

Section 2:
Aim and objectives (max 100 words)
The main aim of this internship is to provide an experience to a young conservationist through
active involvement in FFI’s programme in Kyrgyzstan.
The Internship has three main objectives.
1) Intern has built a capacity to effectively engage with conservation NGO;
2) Intern has worked with communities to reduce direct pressure on flora and fauna of
Kyrgyzstan. Intern has conducted both field and office work;
3) Intern has worked on research related to all three projects and stakeholders and developed
new programme area for FFI in hydrobiology conservation

Activities and Methodology (max 500 words)


Saker Falcon (research and prevention of illegal trade) – the project is to end in December 2019;
- September-October 2019, the analysis of data from the falconers (presence, observation,
cases of poaching, etc.), designing visual representation of interview data that was included
in the final report.
- 12 November 2019, assistance in organizing and conducting a meeting with stakeholders at
the State Agency for Environmental Protection and Forestry for presentation and discussion
of the final results of Saker Falcon project.
- 17 December 2019, assistance in organizing and conducting training for employees of the
Customs, Border Guard Services and the State Committee of National Security.



Wild Tulips (research, understanding cultural value and working on wider pasture issues)
- October 2019, work on a wildlife tulip conservation project funded by Finnis Scott, in
particular, managing the process of planting tulip bulbs and seeds in a selected area in the
Botanical Garden of the National Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic, and fencing
the area.
- 12-13 February 2020, assistance in organizing and conducting a seminar on sustainable
pasture management and on monitoring and evaluation of pasture conditions and methods
for improving degraded grasslands, Darwin Initiative.
- March 2020, development of design of eco-bags with images of protected red-listed tulips in
Kyrgyzstan, as well as production of distinctive outfit for patrol teams to monitor wild tulips
in project sites, Darwin initiative.



Biobridges (fruit and walnut forest conservation)
- 5-7 October 2019, visit to Jalal-Abad region and work in project areas (introduction and
monitoring), including a meeting with stakeholders and potential partners to discuss
FairWild Standart as one of the important components of the project
- January 2020, assistance in developing a design for eco-bags with images of key species of
trees and shrubs growing on the project area as part of the awareness raising material



GTC (related to Biobridges, fruit and walnut forest conservation)
- January 2020, together with the FFI team development of a game on sustainable natural
resources management, in particular design, game rules, situation cards, etc. More details
are given in the Achievements.
- 17-22 August 2020, field trip to Jalal-Abad region and management of the fencing process of
the project sites for the protection of rare tree species from negative external factors: KaraAlma - Nedzwetsky apple tree; Arsanbap-Ata - Turkmen pear; Toskool-Ata - Korzhinsky pear.



September 2020, assistance in developing banner design for effective and inefficient forest
management at above-mentioned project sites.

Contribution to FFI Kyrgyzstan Strategy and new project development.
- November 2019, development of proposal for Ralph Brown Expedition Award, application
for the project "Revealing the aquatic biodiversity of Sary-Chelek Reserve's water bodies" unfortunately rejected.
- August 2020, writing the first draft of the log-frame for proposal to conservation Menzbier’s
marmot in Besh-Aral Reserve, drawing up the approximate budget which was then
discussed with the team, reviewed and applied to CEPF;
- September 2020, writing the proposal for hydrobiological research of the Besh-Aral Reserve
rivers and the conservation of Turkestan catfish and Chatkal bullhead.

Outputs and results (max 250 words)
The result of the project "Saker Falcon" was a report on illegal trade, which reflects the basic
information on the species and analysis of statistics on cases of illegal import / export .
The results of a sociological survey of falconers in the Issyk-Kul region (hunting experience,
reasons for the decline in population, etc.) were analyzed, and charts and graphs were built for clarity.
The results of the training for the Customs and Border Guard Service were recommendations to
prevent poaching and illegal trade and the role of the FFI at each stage.
As a result of "Wild Tulips" the collection of wild rare tulips on the fenced ex-situ site in the
Botanical Garden in Bishkek.
The patrol team was equipped with vests, bags and caps to monitor and protect rare tulips in
the project sites in Shamshi and Baul villages..
Released eco-bags with the image of wild red-listed species of tulips (Batken, Chuy Regions) and
of key tree species (Jalal-Abad Region) will help understand the value of conservation rare tulips, tree
and shrub and make local residents proud of their "living treasures" and treat them with care.
Three sites have been fenced to protect rare tree species in Jalal-Abad Region: Kara-Alma Nedzwetsky apple tree; Arsanbap-Ata - Turkmen pear; Toskool-Ata - Korzhinsky pear
In the GTC project, a board game on sustainable management of natural resources was
developed to help understand the importance of forest biodiversity conservation by teaching proper
management of natural resources, forests, pastures, etc.

Achievements and impacts (max 500 words)
The internship has brought short-term and long-term impacts for conservation and advancing the
mission of the sponsoring organization by contributing to each conservation project implemented by FFI
Kyrgyzstan.


The training on illegal trade in falcons for the staff of the Customs and Border Guard Service,
which was also attended by the staff of the Academy of Sciences of the Kyrgyz Republic, the
State Agency for Environmental Protection and Forestry, falconers and international NGOs,
aroused great interest as during the workshop stakeholders reflected their vision of the illegal
import/export chain, causes and gaps, developed an example plan of action in case of detection
of illegal trade, and defined the role of FFI on each stage to prevent poaching and illegal trade.











In addition, the information received after the end of the project will provide a database for
new projects on illegal trade not only the Saker Falcon, but also other wildlife representatives.
And all these were used for development of bigger IWTF proposal.
The organized ex-situ area with a collection of the rarest and unique tulip species collected from
different regions of Kyrgyzstan will help to preserve biodiversity and create a special gene fund
of rare tulip species and will allow common people to admire the beauty of wild tulips.
Organized patrol groups (for which distinctive equipment was produced) after the end of the
project will voluntarily monitor and protect project sites in Baul village, Batken region, and in
Shamshi village, Chui region, where endangered species of tulips grow.
Fenced sites for nut and fruit forest conservation: Kara-Alma - Nedzwetsky apple tree;
Arsanbap-Ata - Turkmen pear; Toskool-Ata - Korzhinsky pear. The fencing of sites with
populations of rare tree species was carried out in agreement with the local forest committees
and private owners of forest sites, who are committed to monitoring their state of conservation.
Also, additional research was conducted on the resources of Turkmen Pears in the purpose of
enlisting them in the Red Book of Kyrgyzstan.
The developed board game on sustainable management of natural resources is primarily aimed
at schools so that the younger generation can skillfully manage the available natural resources
and understand the importance of biodiversity conservation in forest and pasture areas. The
game has already been used during trainings at schools in the project sites (Kara-Alma, ToskolAta, Kyzyl-Unkyur and Astanbap). In the future it is planned to improve the game with the latest
comments and distribute it to schools during the trainings. And also this game could be shared
with FFI Tajikistan.
Writing a proposal for hydrobiological research in the Besh-Aral Reserve will allow FFI
Kyrgyzstan to expand the area of conservation activities and develop a new strategy for the
future. As a result, FFI conservation work will cover aquatic fauna too.

In addition, participation in CLP Project Planning and Fundraising Training 2020 gave me the
opportunity to improve my proposal writing skills, and the chance to meet some donors, which will
certainly help me in my future work in conservation.

External influences and changes to internship (max 200 words)
Due to the situation of COVID 19, a few months we worked remotely, which did not affect drastically
the internship because we continued working through video chats, held meetings with stakeholders
online, worked on reports and proposals also online.

Section 3:
Conclusion (max 250 words)
FFI Kyrgyzstan is a conservation organization that works to protect various species of flora and
fauna, Saker Falcon, wild tulips, pastures, nut and fruit forests, rare species of trees and shrubs. The
internship, in addition to working on biodiversity conservation in general and endangered species,
provided an opportunity to work on preventing illegal trade and poaching, to cooperate with other
international NGOs, government agencies, capacity building and exchange of experience, community
relations, training, sociological survey and awareness raising.
Moreover, during the internship it was possible to work at different project stages, from
application to the final stage of the project. For instance, the Saker Falcon project was completed in
2019, the Bio Bridges project in the final stage, the Wild Tulips project will continue after the formal
completion of the internship. Also during the internship were submitted applications for other projects
(wild onions, illegal trade in wildlife, hydrobiological research of Lake Sary-Chelek and others), the
project on Steppe Tortoise will start after the completion of the internship.
During the internship, I had the opportunity to understand the project structure and the stages
of implementation and monitoring (project cycle, SWOT analysis, compiling the logical framework and
budget).In my turn, I, as a scientist, provided the scientific part in each project and also contributed to
the new strategy of future conservation activities of FFI. And in the future I intend to use my existing
and acquired skills in work on projects (future and current) implemented by FFI Kyrgyzstan as a Program
Assistant.
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Section 4:
Appendices

Map - Scheme of project sites during the internship
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Examples of diagrams on the analysis of the social survey of falconers in the Issyk-Kul Region

2.Your experience of hunting with birds of prey?

More than 20
22%

10 – 20
21%
5 – 10
17%

Less than 5
years
40%

5. How can you characterize the total number
of large falcons?
Other

2%

Rare

33%

Not numerous

39,7%

Numerous

12,7%

Многочисленны

12,7%

Too much

0%

9. Do you think the number of nesting large falcons is
decreasing in our region and who is to blame for this?
Wildling dogs and cats

1

Representatives of the Middle East

15

Not experienced falconers

32

Reducing the feed base
Livestock increase

10
5

Mining Development

8

Tourism

9

Poachers

54

17. What do you think should be done to protect
and increase the number of large falcons and
other birds of prey?
Increase in material and technical…
Control of import and export of birds
Training of falconers/rangers
Nursery development
Laws
Protection/ research of birds
Community outreach
Fight against poaching

8
3
13
21
6
42
11
20

Examples of a chain of actions for detecting illegal import/export of falcons from different organizations
(based on the results of the conducted training 17.12.2019)
Border Guard Service

1

2

3

•Found out
•Reported (photo and
video material)

•Detained together with
the veterinary service

•Alerted the State Agency
for Environmental
Protection and Forestry

5

4

•Transmitted to the State
Agency for Environmental
Protection and Forestry

•Draw up a corresponding
document

Questions!

1
2
3

• No place to keep, no care and feeding
• Returning birds only by court order
• 80% of birds died

Customs

1
2

•Detection
•Registration in the Single Register of Crimes and Misdemeanours
•2 hours
•Detection and seizure protocol

3
4
5
6
7

•Invite employees of the State Agency, transfer birds to them.
•Invite employees of the CITES.
•All 10 birds are alive

•Waiting for a 30% bonus - Reward.

•Everyone survived, including birds.

State Agency for Environmental Protection and Forestry

Border Guard Service / State Committee for National Security
State Agency / State Technical Inspection
Veterinary Service

NAS KR

In case of illegal export/import, a protocol of violation is drawn up, photo and video
recordings are made.
State Committee of the NB draws up an act of withdrawal

Transfer to the State Agency or the State Technical Inspection

The Protocol is entered in the Single Register of Crimes and
Misdemeanours
Materials are transferred to the bodies of the State National Security Committee or the Ministry of Internal
Affairs.

Investigative measures
Court



Wild Tulip

List of tulips planted in the Gareev Botanical Garden in Bishkek in October, 2019

Table 1
Distribution of bulbs of wild tulips collected in July 2019
№

Genus, species

Collecting place

1
2

Tulipa affinis
Т. ferganica

3

Т. ferganica

Baul
Before reaching the village
of Kyzyl-Unkur
Sary-Chelek to the gate

4

T. anadroma

At the lake Sary-Chelek

5
6

T. kaufmanniana (white)
T. kaufmanniana (white)

Chatkal
Near mining development

7
8

Т. ferganica
T. kaufmanniana (red)

Terek Sai
Behind Karl Marks Village

9

T. greigii

Talas (Shelbili)

10
11
12
13
14

T. bifloriformis
T. dasystemonoides
T. dasystemonoides
T. ostrovskiana
T. ostrovskiana (T. tarda)

Talas (Shelbili)
Suusamyr (gas station)
Suusamyr (tunnel)
Kichi Kemin
Cholok

15 T. zinaidae

Shamshy
Total:

Transferred to
Gareev Botanical
Garden, pcs
20
25
25
20
20
10
50
20
14
15
30
20
20
10
15
30
40
20
20
50
15
10
499

Photo report

Fig.1 - Trip to Arslnabob within the Bio-bridges project ,6.10.19

Fig.2 - Bio bridges project site, 7.10.19

Fig.3 - Falco Saker meeting, 12.11.19

Fig. 4 - Falco Saker meeting, 12.11.19

Fig. 5 - Transfering tulips bulbs to Botanical Garden, 16.10.19

Fig. 6 - Transfering tulips seeds, November, 2020

Fig. 7 - Fenced site in Botanical Garden in Bishkek, 31.10.19

Fig. 8 - Planting process in Botanical Garden November, 2019

Fig.9 - Planting tulip bulbs in Bishkek Botanical Garden, November, 2019

Fig.10 - Seeds tulips and bulbs in Botanical Garden

Fig.11 - FFI team in Kyrgyz office 13.11.19

Fig. 12 – Teambuilding Shamshy trip with FFI, NABU, Ilbirs 30.11.19

Fig.13 - Workshop with customs, 17.12.19

Fig. 14 - Sniffer Dog Show at the training for employees of the Customs, Border Guard Services
and the State Committee of National Security,17.12.19

Fig. 15 - Eco-bags produced by the Bio Bridges project, January 2020

Fig. 16 - The developed board game on sustainable natural resources management, February
2020

Fig. 17 - Testing the board game on sustainable management of natural resources together with the
second supervisor, CLP 2017 alumni - Akylai Kabaeva, February 2020

Fig. 18 - Support to organization of workshop on sustainable pasture management, 12-13.02.20

Fig. 19 - Participation in workshop on sustainable pasture management, 12-13.02.20

Fig. 20 - Organization of meeting with partners and stakeholders on FFI projects Kyrgyzstan, 19.02.20

Fig. 21 – The meeting with partners and stakeholders on FFI projects Kyrgyzstan, 19.02.20

Fig. 22 - At the working meeting "Strategic Planning of the Global Environment Facility Small Grants
Program",10.03.20

Fig. 23 - Monitoring of wild tulips collection in Gareev Botanical Garden, March 2020

Fig. 24 - Eco-bags produced within the project "Securing wild tulips and pastoral communities in the
Kyrgyz mountains", Darwin Initiative, April 2020

Fig. 25 - Distinctive outfit (vests, caps, field bags) for wild tulip monitoring patrol teams,
01.06.2020. With local coordinator Bolot Tagaev

Fig.26 - Development of banner design (fenced and un-fenced site), September 2020

Fig. 27 - Delivery of construction materials to Toskol-Ata to the owner of the forest site for the
fencing of the pear Korzhinsky, 21.08.20

Fig.28 - Fenced site with the population of Turkmen Pear in Astanbap, 20.08.20

Fig. 29 - Fenced site with pear Korzhinsky, Toskool-Ata, 22.08.20

Fig. 30 - Participation in Project Planning and Fundraising Training, 7-18.09.20

